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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the Anglerfish remotely operated vehicle (ROV) is
described. The vessel will be used to extend the search capability
of an autonomous surface vehicle (ASV) by allowing underwater
operations. Information from the ROV’s onboard sensors will be
passed to the ASV through a tether.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mankind has been sailing the seas for thousands of years.
However, it was not until the past 100 years that mankind has
developed a platform that could sail by itself. With the advent of
the computer, maritime autonomous systems have become smaller
and more available. These ASVs have become more versatile to
the public as sophisticated sensors become more affordable.
In addition to ASVs, robotic submersibles have become more
common. The difficulty of operating underwater has been reduced
with the advancement of sensors.

normally capsize vessels of similar size. Additionally, the 2:1
length to beam ratio of the catamaran provides a very stable ride
that is resistant to rolling. Another feature of the platform is the
boat’s modular construction. Without tools, the entire vessel can
be unpacked and assembled or dismantled and packed within 30
minutes. This allows easier transportation of the vessel. Customers
are required to install their own computer, power, and propulsion
system.
Table 1. Specifications of NaviGator ASV
Length

18.5’

Beam

8’

Payload

Up to 250 lbs

Propulsion

4 x trolling motors

Batteries

2 x 104 Ah lithium batteries

Max Speed

5 knots

Platform Weight (loaded)

650 lbs

Draft

6” to 16”

While both platforms by themselves can be useful, they each have
their shortcomings. The ASV can take advantage of navigation
systems like GPS and use wireless communications over long
distances. Autonomous underwater vehicles are able to perform
missions that surface vehicles cannot. Combining the two vessels
into one system would make for a platform with all of the strengths
and none of the weaknesses.

2. ASV PLATFORM
2.1 WAM-V
The University of Florida recently acquired a 18’ Wave Adaptive
Modular Vessel (WAM-V) for maritime robotic research. The
WAM-V is a lightweight, flexible catamaran designed to be
adaptable to any mission [1]. The top platform of the vessel allows
it to be outfitted with a multitude of sensors enabling missions such
as: ocean sensor deployment and retrieval, port surveillance, AUV
launch and recovery, pier inspection, offshore oil and gas
operations, and many more. Utilizing a flexible structure with a
suspension system, the hull is able to conform to the surface of the
water. This conformity provides a smoother ride for onboard
systems and allows the vessel to traverse in sea states that would

Figure 1. NaviGator ASV, built upon a WAM-V platform,
operating autonomously in a local lake.

2.2 NaviGator ASV
2.2.1 Platform Layout
As a nod towards the University’s mascot, the donated WAM-V
was named “NaviGator ASV”. The specifications of the vessel are
shown in Table 1. NaviGator’s propulsion was provided by four
80 lb thrust trolling motors shown in figure 1. A trolling motor was
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attached to each of the inside four corners of the catamaran. The
forward two thrusters were pointed inward at a 45° angle while the
back two thrusters were pointed outward also at a 45° angle. This
configuration allowed NaviGator to maneuver in three degrees of
freedom: surge, sway, and yaw. Figure 2 shows the degrees of
motion for a surface vessel.

3. ANGLERFISH ROV
3.1 Inspiration
NaviGator’s ROV was inspired by the deep sea anglerfish found in
depths of water greater than 1000 meters. A unique predator, the
anglerfish uses an illuminated dorsal spine to lure its prey as shown
in figure 3. The glowing spine is located near the front of the
predator’s head luring the prey closer to its mouth. Similar to the
anglerfish, the ROV is small, agile, and uses underwater lights to
accomplish its mission.

Figure 2. Model showing the six degrees of motion for a surface
or subsurface vehicle.

2.2.2 Power
For power, two 104 Ah batteries provide 25.9 V to the boat’s
thrusters, computer, sensors, and accessories. The batteries are able
to power the boat for more than five hours of normal operation.
Having an ingress rating protection of 67, the batteries are splash
resistant allowing for non-covered mounting on the boat.
Along with the batteries, the power management system, computer,
sensors, and networking hardware are mounted on top of the vessel.
Having most electrical components on top of the vessel makes
wiring simpler.

2.2.3 Sensors and Software
The onboard inertial navigation system (INS) provides NaviGator’s
position and orientation (pose) using GPS and an inertial navigation
system. NaviGator’s Pose will be used as a reference to estimate
Anglerfish’s position underwater. In addition to the INS, the vessel
is also outfitted with several cameras. Two forward facing cameras
provide object detection. A third camera is mounted onto the hull
in a submerged position for underwater observations.
NaviGator was programmed in a Linux environment using the
Robot Operating System (ROS). ROS is a set of software libraries
and tools that greatly enhance robotic systems. ROS has powerful
visualizers, debugging tools, and good documentation. It also
allows NaviGator to run in a nebulous method, much like cloud
computing, where data between computers is exchanged through
the network. Using ROS, NaviGator can use its more powerful
computer to process programs that would normally be performed
locally on the ROV.

2.2.4 Launch and Recovery System

Figure 3. The anglerfish. Note the illuminated dorsal spine on
top of the fishes head [2].

3.2 Platform
3.2.1 Platform Layout
Because Anglerfish was going to be deployed from NaviGator,
efforts were taken to ensure that the ROV was as compact as
possible. A four inch cylindrical water tight assembly made of
acrylic was used to house the electronics. The 3D printed frame
that attached the six thrusters, lights, lifting points, and cables to
the water tight assembly can be seen in figure 4. The thrusters were
positioned in orientations that allowed movement in all six degrees
of freedom underwater. Each brushless thruster is 130 Watts and
can provide 5.2 lbs of thrust forward and 4.0 lbs of thrust
backwards. The specifications of Anglerfish are shown below in
table 2.
Table 2. Specifications of Anglerfish ROV
Length

16”

Beam

14”

Depth

13”

Propulsion

6 x brushless thrusters

Max Speed

2 knots

Platform Weight

14.2 lbs

Tested Depth

100 m

A critical part in operating the ROV is having the ability to launch
and recover the submarine from the ASV. The ROV will be docked
underneath the ASV’s top platform while the ASV traverses point
to point. Once on station, the ASV would deploy the ROV using
the launch and recovery system. The system could pan out cable
or take in the slack to ensure that the tether did not interfere with
the ROV’s operations. Communication and power would be passed
through the tether to the ROV.
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6. The circuit board was made waterproof using polyurethane as a
sealant. The waterproofed circuit board can be seen in figure 7.
Thruster communication was handled in a similar manner.
Commands from the computer were passed through a cable to
another circuit board which distributed the commands to the
thrusters. This board was also sealed in polyurethane. The third
and final external circuit board housed the circuitry required to
drive the external LEDS. Having the cable assemblies and circuit
boards external saved space inside of the water tight compartment.

Figure 4. Front perspective of the ROV. The thrusters were
mounted to the acrylic tube using 3D printed structures. Note
the two LEDS mounted above the dome.
Cable penetrators were used to pass cables from outside the hull to
inside the water tight compartment. The penetrators were bolts
with hollow shafts allowing cable(s) to pass through. Once the
cable was inserted into the penetrator, a sealant had to be applied to
ensure the cable was secure and that water tightness was not
compromised. A 12 hour leak test was perform after every addition
of cable penetrators as shown in figure 5. During the leak test, the
electronics were removed from Anglerfish and the empty capsule
was sealed and submerged in water.

Figure 5. Waterproof testing of the ROV. Anglerfish was left
submerged for 12 hours to ensure the water tight integrity.

3.2.2 Tethered Power

Figure 6. The power distribution board prior to sealing with
polyurethane. Strain relief and mounting points for the cables
was provided by a 3D printed skeleton.

Figure 7. The power distribution board after sealed with
polyurethane. Note the attachment points in the corners.

Placing batteries within the ROV capsule would require an
additional watertight compartment. Instead, 13.8 V was sent to the
ROV through a 30’ tether. The tether allowed the Anglerfish to be
smaller and lighter than a self-powered design. In addition to
power, the tether also carried an Ethernet cable allowing
communication between the boat and ROV. The power and
communication cables were passed through a nylon cable sleeve.
The sleeve had two purposes: assemble and protect the cables, and
to act as the tensioning medium during deployment. This setup
allowed for the weight of the ROV to be applied to the sleeve and
not to the cables.

3.2.3 Electronics, Sensors, and Software
Power distribution and communication for the ROV’s external
devices was handled on the outside of Anglerfish. 13.8 V from the
tether connected to a circuit board which distributed the power out
to each thruster and to the water tight assembly as shown in figure

Figure 8. Easy to remove, the computer, camera, and other
sensors were mounted to an assembly consisting of two rails.
For operating in its environment, Anglerfish has a handful of
sensors as shown in figure 8. An inertial measurement unit (IMU)
is used to monitor the ROV’s roll, pitch, and yaw. The depth of the
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submarine is measured using an external pressure sensor. Finally,
a servo actuated camera was mounted to the front of the system,
inside of the dome. To gather the data for processing, a Raspberry
Pi 2 was used. This development board was selected because of its
wide support and the ability to install a camera module through its
camera serial interface. The serial interface allowed for greater
camera bandwidth, when compared to a normal USB web camera,
which results in a higher frame rate. I2C was used to communicate
with the thrusters and pressure sensor. Each thruster had an internal
motor controller. The I2C network reduced the amount of external
cables required to communicate with the thrusters and only
required the use of three pins on the Raspberry Pi 2.
From the beginning, Anglerfish was intended to act as an extension
of NaviGator ASV. Smaller, less powerful components were
selected for use on the ROV with the intention of offloading the
CPU intensive jobs to the boat’s more powerful computer. Using
ROS, video feeds and other sensor data would be sent through the
tether to the boat’s computer. NaviGator’s computer would
perform vision algorithms and pose estimates using the data, then
give commands to the ROV through the tether.

4. SOFTWARE
4.1 Pose Estimation
In order to accurately estimate a submersible’s pose, two sensors
are typically used: an IMU and a Doppler velocity log (DVL). The
IMU typically consists of nine sensors: three accelerometers, three
magnetometers, and three gyros. Combining these nine sensors
using software, the IMU can provide an estimate of the roll, pitch,
and yaw of the submarine. In order to know where the submarine
is relative to its starting point, the submarine would need to measure
its displacement. Most IMUs are not accurate enough to measure
the displacement of the vessel so another sensor must be used. A
DVL is a sensor that uses active SONAR to map feature points on
the ocean floor. An irregular bottom returns multiple echoes that
can be tracked. Tracking these feature points, the DVL can
accurately estimate the submarine’s translation along its three axes:
heave, sway, and surge. Using more software, the estimate from
the IMU and the estimate from the DVL can be combined to
provide the pose of the submersible.
Anglerfish has an onboard IMU that provides its orientation.
However, placing a DVL onto the small ROV is not possible due
to cost constraints. An alternative method of determining the
vessel’s translation had to be developed. Several ideas were
considered:

4.1.1 Acoustic Tracking Method
The first idea was to use acoustics to track the vessel. An active
acoustic pinger would be placed on the ROV and a passive SONAR
would be fixed to NaviGator. The passive sonar would track the
pinger giving an angle and declination. A solution could be found
by combining the angle and declination with the depth provided by
the AUV itself. While feasible, the passive SONAR, figure 9, being
developed in house had a long lead time. Also, the acoustic
solution had a slow update rate (~1-5 Hz depending on the pinger
rate). Based upon previous experience with underwater robotics, a
desirable update rate is at least 25 Hz.

Figure 9. An early prototype of the four channel passive
SONAR circuit board. This board is being developed in house
and will be used to locate underwater ultrasonic transducers.

4.1.2 Optical Flow
The second idea was to use optical flow from Anglerfish’s camera.
Much like the DVL, the sub’s camera would look for feature points
on the bottom. Eligible underwater visual feature points are often
rocks, contrasts in sand, plants, and other stationary objects. Once
identified, software would estimate the distance to the feature point
using the vessel’s depth combined with additional camera frames
containing the same feature point. With the distance estimated,
movement of the ROV could be measured. This method is
incredibly complicated, processor intensive, and heavily reliant on
the visibility of the water. Another method had to be considered.

4.1.3 Boat Referenced Visual Tracking
The third and best idea involved the use of an ASV mounted
submerged camera that tracked the movements of the ROV from
the surface. Because the camera is fixed to the hull of NaviGator,
the pose solution from the boat could be applied to the camera.
Therefore, any observed movement of the ROV could be measured
relative to the boat. After linearizing the lens distortion of the
boat’s submerged camera using software, the movement of
Anglerfish could be measured in X and Y translation. The ROV’s
X and Y axis translation relative to the boat combined with the
ROV’s depth would provide an accurate pose. To assist with
visibility, a bright green LED, figure 10, was mounted to the top of
Anglerfish to serve as a reference for the boat’s camera. Pose will
be lost if Anglerfish moves out of the camera’s field of view (FOV).
In order to maximize the tracking area, a wide angled lens was be
used. However, the farther the submarine moves from the center
of the camera’s FOV, the less accurate the pose will become. While
the large green LED on the ROV will assist with tracking, the
method will still be subject to the clarity of the water.
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4.3 Tether Management
A concern of using a tether is the weight of the cable and how that
weight will affect the performance of the ROV’s maneuverability.
As the ROV moves farther from the boat, the ROV will be required
to support the additional weight of a longer cable. While too much
cable could overburden Anglerfish, too little would prove to be
hindering also. Not enough slack in the tether would prevent the
ROV from reaching its desired position. The ideal length would
be the shortest amount of tether required to allow the vessel to reach
or maintain a position. This will require the launch and recovery
system to actively pay out and take in the tether based upon the
distance to Anglerfish:

Figure 10. The green LED used for tracking the ROV. This
bright LED will be mounted on top of the front of the ROV.

4.2 Controls
The software required to maneuver Anglerfish is broken into three
parts: the path planner, the controller, and the thruster mapper. The
three programs determine where Anglerfish is, where it needs to go,
and how it needs to get there. Figure 11 shows how the path planner
sends a command through the controller to the thruster mapper.

Figure 11. Simple diagram showing the communication flow
for the three components of the maneuverability software.

4.2.1 The Path Planner
Operating at the highest level of the three programs, the path
planner decides where Anglerfish needs to go. This position and
orientation is determined by the current mission of the ROV. Once
determined, the desired waypoint is passed to the controller node.

𝐿𝑂𝑇 = (𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑅𝑂𝑉) + (𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑅𝑂𝑉)𝐾
(1)
In equation (1), the length of tether, LOT would be based upon the
absolute distance of the ROV to the boat plus a constant, K
multiplied by the distance. The constant K would be determined
through real world testing using a triangle method. Treating the
tether as the sides of a triangle gives a starting point for determining
the right length of cable. The hypotenuse, the current distance
between the ROV and ASV, would be the minimum length of tether
required. Adding the opposite and adjacent side, depth plus lateral
displacement, would be the maximum length of the cable required.
Equation (1) would give a length somewhere in between the two
distances. Figure 12 gives a visual example of the triangle method.

Figure 12. In order to operate effectively, the tether length
needed to be managed. The red line represents the minimum
length of tether required. The black line represents the greatest
length required. Using equation (1), the green line will be
somewhere between the red and black line.

5. APPLICATIONS

4.2.3 Thruster Mapper

NaviGator and Anglerfish become much more capable once
combined as one system. NaviGator as a platform has great
endurance, speed, payload, and is able to use GPS. Anglerfish is
small, lightweight, maneuverable, and can operate Using
NaviGator’s speed and endurance, Anglerfish can be deployed in
areas that would be difficult or not possible for independent AUVs.
Using NaviGator at a wireless relay, data from Anglerfish could be
sent to the operator in real time. An AUV would be required to
surface in order to establish a communication link with the user.

The thruster mapper takes the wrench and translates it into thrust.
Each thruster’s position, relative to the center of the ROV, and
maximum thrust is defined in the thruster mapper. With this
knowledge, the thruster mapper is able to move or rotate the ROV
in all six degrees of freedom.

Anglerfish could be used to interact with underwater systems and
sensors. For instance, cheap underwater sensors that operate at the
bottom of the ocean could be deployed to an area of interest. After
recording data for period of time, the Anglerfish system could be
deployed to the recording location. Using wireless communication

4.2.2 The Controller
Given a waypoint from the path planner, the controller references
the ROV’s current pose and compares it to the desired pose. The
controller then produces a force and torque, or wrench. When
applied to the ROV, the thrust created by the wrench will move the
vessel towards the new waypoint. After calculating the wrench, the
force and torque are sent to the thruster mapper.
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(light, sound, or short range radio waves), Anglerfish could gather
the data from the sensors, pass the data to NaviGator, and then send
the data wirelessly to the user. This would be much more difficult,
time consuming, and would require human intervention if
performed with only an AUV.
Another Anglerfish application involves the recharging of AUVs.
Outfitting NaviGator with solar panels and additional batteries
would turn the vessel into a solar charging platform. During the
day, the ASV would re-charge batteries. At night, the vessel would
use Anglerfish to recharge any AUVs operating underwater. In
order for this operation to work, the AUV would have to be
summoned towards Anglerfish. The ROV could be outfitted with
an acoustic pinger and lights that would guide an AUV in need of
charging towards Anglerfish. Once in sight of the ROV, the AUV
would dock with the smaller vessel. Using the power from
NaviGator’s batteries sent through the tether, the ROV would
charge the AUV with a charging adapter. Once fully charged, the
AUV would break away and continue its mission staying
underwater indefinitely.

6. CONCLUSION
As research in robotics advances, the world will see the use of more
and more cooperative robotics. Heterogeneous cooperative robots
are able to accomplish more than individual systems because of the
ability to operate in different environments.
NaviGator has proven to be a dynamic ASV. The large payload
capability allows it to conduct multiple missions. Its suspension

system enables it to perform missions in challenging sea states.
Adding a computer with sophisticated software and powerful
thrusters makes NaviGator capable of many tasks. Anglerfish
increases the amount of tasks that NaviGator can perform.
Because of the minimalistic approach to hardware, Anglerfish is a
small and maneuverable submersible. The ROV is able to perform
complex missions by sending sensor data to the ASV’s computer
for processing. This ability allows for the usage of a lower power
processor in the ROV.
Combining the two platforms created a much more versatile
system. Operating in two environments, the combined system can
more easily perform the tasks of two vessels with minimal human
involvement.
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